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                                                                                     Dr.  Moosaji D. Lockhat 

                                                                                            Nuneaton, U.K. 

 

To,                                 

M.M.DALCHAWAL 

Principal  

A Y D Technical Institute 

Kosamba. 

 

Thank you for asking me to write a goodwill message in 'RAHEIN' the magazine published by A Y D Technical 

Institute, Kosamba. 

First and foremost I should congratulate the S.S.V. Muslim Education Society  which in its life scan of 67 years 

has revolutionize the education of our students by inspiring them and giving scholarships for Dini and Dunyavi 

education, school, university technical education both males and females establishing residential school and 

various hostels. 

This has resulted in increased prosperity to students their families and the community in general, and the last 

project of establishing the A Y D Technical Institute, Kosamba. In its short life of 7-8 years it has expanded a lot -

-in the form of cluster of buildings and giving top grade education  in various discipline of engineering with the 

help of highly qualified teachers under the leadership of principal Dalchawal Sahib. The final results are 

excellent.  

Now the college is well established the teachers should guide their students in the direction of Research. But 

this is not easy  

Everybody will have to reduce the comfort zone and work vey vey hard to achieve success. And who knows in 

years to come there can be 'Fords' 'Hoovers' and Bill Gates. INSAALLAH. 

There is no short cut to 'hard work. Even if you are a Prime Minister or construction worker you have to work 

hard. 

On a personal note --The Lockhat Family---my uncle late uncle Hajee A..M. Lockhat and my father late Hajee 

D.M. Lockhat were both self made people---both started their working life at the age of 14 with the help of their 

uncles- Mama--- A.M. Lockhat in Durban S.Africa and D.M. Lockhat in Calcutta--Kolkata. and with hard work 

without any capital were successful and rest is the history!.. 

In my case working very very hard managed to get admission in Nil Ratan Sircar Medical College Calcutta  and 

arrived in England with very poor speaking English  with £ 3.00. Three pounds == Ind rupees 40.00.in my 

pocket on 31-05-1961 some 54years ago-- (Indian govt. was giving only Rs.40/-. foreign exchange. to prevent 

the brain drain.  To pay for my Post graduate Medical education in Edinburgh University Scotland, I was doing 

three different jobs working nights, weekends and holidays. With the blessing of Almighty I did not see back and 

the rest is history!. But had to work very hard! 

With kind regards    


